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Maximizing Kids’ Enrollment in Medicaid and SCHIP: What Works in Reaching, Enrolling and Retaining Eligible Children

There is significant interest in reducing the number of uninsured children in the United States. A key part of achieving this goal is ensuring that all uninsured children who are eligible for Medicaid and the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) enroll and maintain coverage for as long as they qualify. Although the proportion of eligible children who are enrolled in Medicaid and SCHIP increased between the late 1990s and the early part of this decade, today nearly two-thirds of the uninsured children in the United States remain eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP but are not enrolled.

Many states are working actively to increase enrollment of eligible children in public health coverage programs and want to adopt new strategies to do so. States are seeking the most effective approaches for enrolling eligible children. To assist states, NASHP has worked to offer information and analysis that states can apply as they develop and implement new policies in this arena. In 2006, NASHP convened a symposium of state and national child health coverage experts from the public and private sectors to focus on lessons learned over the decade since SCHIP was enacted. From these conversations, NASHP identified seven key themes that participants stressed were essential to advancing continuous coverage of children through Medicaid and SCHIP. These ideas were summarized in a 2006 NASHP issue brief, Seven Steps Toward State Success in Covering Children Continuously (hereinafter referred to as Seven Steps).

This paper revisits the ideas summarized in the Seven Steps brief to provide more concrete information for states seeking to take the next step in enrolling more uninsured children who are eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP, but not enrolled. To do this, NASHP reviewed the research literature and interviewed key state and national experts. The goal of this work was to determine which strategies, among those identified in Seven Steps and others, have been identified through research, experience and expert opinion to be most effective in helping states identify, enroll and retain eligible children.

Available research suggests states can make small policy changes that can have a big impact on enrollment of eligible children.

This paper intends to inform state efforts, but because there are shortcomings in the research evidence that is available, definitive guidance is lacking. Not all of the Seven Steps strategies have been evaluated in available research. Strategies vary in the degree to which they have been analyzed and the degree to which their impact is quantifiable. The methodologies and analytic rigor of individual studies vary, and consequently their results do not always provide concrete evidence on which policy decisions can be based. In many cases, states implement multiple strategies at roughly the same time, making the unique impact of a single strategy impossible to discern. Finally, whether a strategy is successful depends a great deal on the political, administrative and financial circumstances of a state, as well as on the needs of a state’s population of low-income children. For these reasons, the research presented here should not be considered dispositive; state officials will want to consider carefully which strategies are appropriate to their state’s needs. Additional research is needed on a number of these strategies to help states find their way forward.
Key Findings

The paper’s key findings with respect to each of the seven key themes identified in 2006 are:

1) Keep Enrollment and Renewal Procedures Simple

Since SCHIP was created, states have focused their efforts on simplifying the enrollment and renewal processes for children and families in Medicaid and SCHIP as a means of reaching more eligible children. Research and state experiences support the idea that simplifying enrollment and renewal processes can promote enrollment of eligible children, reduce unnecessary loss of coverage and promote continuous coverage for children. Key enrollment strategies that have shown some promise according to research and expert opinion include simplifying the application process, reducing income and eligibility documentation, eliminating asset tests, adopting presumptive eligibility and coordinating Medicaid and SCHIP eligibility processes. The research also provides substantial evidence that requiring premiums has a negative effect on enrollment, particularly for children in lower-income families. There is also some evidence that indicates imposing waiting periods limits enrollment.

Experts also described simplifying the renewal process as being critical to efforts to promote enrollment of eligible people in public programs. Allowing annual renewals and 12-month continuous eligibility, adopting administrative renewal processes, and policies making it easier for children to transition between Medicaid and SCHIP were all described as key to helping eligible children maintain coverage. The research literature, most of which pertains to SCHIP, supports the importance of simplifying the renewal process.

2) Community-Based Outreach is Key to Increasing Enrollment

Community-based organizations and institutions like schools, community health centers, health plans and local and religious organizations play a key role in outreach and enrollment and can capitalize on families’ existing relationships and trust. Assistance from community-based organizations can provide a vital link to Medicaid and SCHIP for families who face language, cultural, literacy or numeracy barriers, live in remote areas, need extra assistance or do not trust government. Much of the research literature focuses specifically on community-based organizations’ assistance in completing and submitting applications that some community organizations provide to families, which the research implies and experts describe to be a highly effective strategy to promote enrollment of eligible children.

3) Use Technology to Coordinate Programs and Reduce Administrative Burdens

Use of information technology is an emerging and promising area of opportunity for states seeking to increase enrollment of eligible children in public programs, according to experts, although its impact has not yet been well documented. Information technology and exchange can support and advance state policy goals to reduce barriers to enrollment. The two types of technology changes states are most often pursuing are online applications and data sharing with other agencies. Most states are pursuing online applications to some degree, with 38 of 41 states that responded to a recent NASHP survey offering online applications, although far fewer allow submission and eligibility determination electronically. A number of states are improving their electronic data sharing and matching with other programs that serve low-income populations, like the National School Lunch Program (NSLP), the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC), food stamps and
cash assistance. Sixteen out of 38 states that responded to a recent NASHP survey reported they link their online coverage applications to other programs. Other states are implementing data exchange to identify and contact potential enrollees.

4) Change Agency Culture to Promote Enrollment Goals

Experts agree that reorienting the culture of state agencies is crucial to the success of state efforts to improve enrollment of eligible children. A number of states have worked to change the culture of eligibility agencies, which traditionally focuses on adherence to procedures over promoting enrollment of all eligible individuals. Conducting “internal marketing” to promote the goal of enrolling eligible families to agency staff, educating eligibility workers about the challenges that low-income families face and changing the incentives and expectations that guide eligibility workers’ performance are all considered vital components of changing agency culture. Although the impact of these efforts is difficult to quantify, at least one state, Louisiana, has made a concerted effort to change agency culture and has seen agency administrative burdens diminish, application processing times fall and efficiency increase.

5) Engage Leaders Who Champion the Goal of Covering Children

Research and expert opinion indicate that high-level leadership is critical to successfully increasing enrollment of eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP. Governors in a number of states have made covering children a major policy priority, and having that high-level public commitment underpins all other efforts to enroll eligible children. The leadership of state legislators, community leaders and state Medicaid and SCHIP directors is also key. Engaged state leaders have provided a central voice to inform the public about the availability of health coverage, gain support for new policies in the legislature, convey clear messages and goals to supporting agencies, execute any administrative changes needed to support the goal and leverage additional resources to identify and enroll eligible children.

6) Engage Partners to Help Achieve Coverage Goals

Partnerships between states, community organizations and institutions like schools, health plans, hospitals, foundations and businesses play an important role in helping to cover uninsured children, according to research and state experience. These organizations often have community relationships that make it easy for them to contact eligible families, educate them about the availability of programs and help them apply. This role can be especially helpful to reach members of diverse language and racial and ethnic groups. According to the research, community partnerships have helped children apply for health coverage; partnerships with schools have played an especially important role in helping children enroll in Medicaid and SCHIP.

7) Use Marketing to Promote Enrollment in Public Programs

In some cases, marketing can help propel successful efforts to enroll eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP. Large-scale marketing (i.e., broadly publicizing the availability of health coverage), including advertising through radio, television and print media, as well as promotional materials, can help build awareness of Medicaid and SCHIP and of children’s potential eligibility. The research evidence with regard to these types of marketing strategies was mixed. In some studies, marketing activities like media campaigns seem to have contributed to an increase in phone calls to toll-free information lines or to applications submitted in some states. In several other studies, they have not been found to have a significant impact. There is also evidence, derived both from experts and the Congressionally-mandated SCHIP evaluation, that large-scale marketing was more effective in the early years of SCHIP.
implementation, when awareness of the program needed to be built, than it is today. Some researchers have suggested that targeted outreach to specific groups is more effective than large-scale marketing. In addition, marketing efforts tied to eligibility expansions for higher-income children or parents have proven effective in enrolling more uninsured children who were previously eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP but not enrolled.

**Assisting States in Moving Forward to Cover Children**

States have prioritized increasing health coverage for children, and many are working actively to increase enrollment in Medicaid and SCHIP as a central part of their efforts. As they move forward, states face key challenges, including uncertainty about which strategies will be most effective. States have limited resources and often require evidence of a strategy’s effectiveness before they can commit to investing financial or staff resources in a policy change. Importantly, many states lack sufficient data to inform their efforts. NASHP interviewed key state officials and policy experts to identify what types of assistance would be most helpful to states as they move forward. Recommendations included helping states:

- Better understand state-specific strengths and weaknesses in enrolling and maintaining coverage for eligible children in order to guide improvements.
- Improve data collection and analysis to improve understanding of target population characteristics, monitor the impact of policy and system changes and measure progress.
- Plan and design system improvements, including streamlining eligibility, enrollment and renewal.
- Coordinate with other programs and change agency culture.
- Learn from each other and jointly problem-solve through forums for cross-state exchange of experiences and best practices.

Many states are ready to take the next steps to ensure that all children who are eligible for Medicaid and SCHIP enroll and can retain coverage. With a strong state interest in covering children, and more than a decade’s worth of experience in reaching and enrolling eligible children in public programs, new achievements in covering uninsured children are within states’ reach.

This paper informed the development of the new RWJF program *Maximizing Enrollment for Kids*, which was announced in June, 2008. Through this project, NASHP, which serves as the National Program Office, hopes to demonstrate the effectiveness of different strategies discussed in the paper and help grantees and other states make meaningful progress in their efforts to cover more eligible but uninsured children in Medicaid and SCHIP.

States will face competing tensions as they try to maximize enrollment of eligible children, including uncertainty at the federal level about SCHIP reauthorization, funding and policies, and pressure from the current economic crisis. As states move forward, they will need more information to help them identify the strategies that are most effective. Additional research outlining the effectiveness of strategies discussed in this paper and emerging strategies, including the research related to the *Maximizing Enrollment for Kids* program, is needed to guide state progress. With these tools in hand, states can make real progress on lowering the number of uninsured children by maximizing enrollment of eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP.
Introduction

Initiatives aimed at finding, enrolling and retaining low-income children in Medicaid and SCHIP coverage are central to addressing the problem of uninsurance among children in America. Even though the proportion of eligible children enrolled in Medicaid and SCHIP has increased significantly since SCHIP was created in 1997, today eligible but unenrolled children still make up nearly two-thirds of the 8.9 million uninsured children in the United States. To move forward in improving coverage rates among children, a critical step will be to help states ensure that uninsured children now eligible for Medicaid and SCHIP are enrolled.

Maximizing enrollment of eligible uninsured children in Medicaid and SCHIP is key to ensuring that these children have access to preventive, primary and specialty care and that states can manage and measure quality of care for them, especially those with complex conditions or special health care needs. Promoting enrollment and retention in Medicaid and SCHIP also helps reduce the burden of uncompensated care on providers and can reduce the administrative costs of children cycling on and off of public coverage for states.

As discussed in this paper, maximizing enrollment in Medicaid and SCHIP is distinguishable from efforts to expand government-sponsored coverage to all children and the attempt to increase eligibility levels. The strategies discussed here are not targeted to change the landscape of the health delivery system for children, although their ultimate effect when implemented properly may make Medicaid and SCHIP coverage work better for children. Maximizing enrollment in this context means promoting policy, procedural and systemic changes that states can make to find, enroll and retain more of the eligible uninsured children who do not have other coverage options to meet their needs. While some believe sizeable policy changes are needed to make a real difference in enrolling eligible children, the steps discussed here focus on smaller policy changes which can nevertheless result in substantial increases in coverage.

States’ Pivotal Role

States play a pivotal role in efforts to find, enroll and retain children in Medicaid and SCHIP. Although federal funds make up on average 57 percent of funding in Medicaid and 70 percent of funding in SCHIP and states are subject to minimum federal requirements, federal law gives states a fair amount of discretion to determine how families apply for and renew coverage, key factors that can affect whether eligible children are enrolled or not. State leadership is also critical in determining a state’s success in enrolling eligible children. Many states have shown strong interest and implemented policies, procedures and systems to improve enrollment, but are looking for ideas and assistance on what works.

States also encounter competing pressures that can undermine their efforts, and success in maximizing enrollment can be costly. SCHIP’s more favorable federal matching rate gives states a greater financial incentive to enroll children in SCHIP rather than Medicaid, but since roughly two out of every three low-
income uninsured children are only eligible for Medicaid, states may perceive a financial disincentive to enrolling more eligible children. In addition, Medicaid and SCHIP have different structures that can raise different challenges for states. Medicaid provides an entitlement to coverage for people who are eligible, and states cannot impose an enrollment cap when spending increases beyond projections. This can make building support for enrollment maximization initiatives difficult when state budgets are constrained. SCHIP, on the other hand, does not provide an entitlement to coverage to children. States can impose enrollment caps in SCHIP, but such caps, which may be imposed as a result of shortfalls in state or federal funding, frustrate any effort to increase enrollment of eligible children. Furthermore, the current funding structure of SCHIP as a block grant with limited allotments to states may always prompt some restraint on states’ behalf as they consider the possibility that federal funds will not support the enrollment gains they achieve.

States are also subject to federal policies that may undermine enrollment efforts. New initiatives to measure eligibility errors in Medicaid and SCHIP through the Payment Error Rate Measurement program can create a chilling effect on state efforts to adopt enrollment simplification strategies for Medicaid and SCHIP.

More recent federal policy changes, including the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA) citizenship and identity documentation requirements and the August 2007 CMS directive limiting state enrollment of new children above 250 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL), are also challenging state efforts to enroll eligible children in some cases. Uncertainty about federal funding for the SCHIP program when its current authorization expires on March 31, 2009, and proposed rules to limit Medicaid reimbursement for school-based outreach, rehabilitation services and other services have also given some states pause as they consider future investments in children’s coverage.

To make progress, state efforts to maximize enrollment must operate within these constraints and offer greater benefits than risks. At the same time, state and federal policy innovations can tilt the scales in support of enrollment gains. While more research is needed on whether adopting new strategies has an adverse effect on state error rates, some states have responded to concerns about error rates by instituting audits to monitor their own progress. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has successfully used similar methods to test compliance among U.S. taxpayers for decades. States also are responding to documentation burdens created by the DRA by developing new methods to electronically verify vital information to lessen documentation burdens for individuals. In 2007 and 2008, a bipartisan majority of both chambers of the 110th Congress supported a version of the Children’s Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act (CHIPRA) that changed federal policies to encourage states to enroll more low-income children, lessening some of the financial disincentives that states perceive today. While the challenges states face are significant, they are surmountable. This paper assembles a number of ideas to help states progress, notwithstanding these challenges.

**Seven Steps Toward State Success**

Since the enactment of SCHIP over a decade ago, NASHP has supported and reported on the work of states in covering children. In 2006, NASHP initiated a review of what states have learned in the past decade by convening a symposium on child health coverage with state and national experts from public and private sectors. Symposium participants were invited to review progress and generate ideas for further achievements in covering all children and youth continuously. Participants’ ideas were summarized in a 2006 NASHP issue brief, *Seven Steps Toward State Success in Covering Children Continuously* (hereinafter referred to as *Seven Steps*).
To assist states as they move forward to enroll more eligible children, NASHP has undertaken efforts to determine the most effective strategies for enrolling eligible children and to offer clear, usable information that states can apply in implementing new policies. This paper takes another step in these efforts by reexamining Seven Steps with a focus on how these strategies could be applied to continue state progress in enrolling uninsured children who are eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP. NASHP has reviewed the research literature and state experiences to determine the effectiveness of efforts to cover uninsured but eligible children. NASHP also sought advice from state and national experts on the most effective strategies for enrolling and retaining eligible children and experts’ views on what additional help states need to move forward. NASHP’s work on this paper was supported by the RWJF to explore new ways to support states in maximizing enrollment of eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP.

Methods

NASHP used a variety of means to gather information for this paper. First, NASHP conducted a review of literature on the impact of state strategies to identify, enroll and retain eligible children since the inception of SCHIP in 1997. The results of this effort were reviewed by a group of six national expert advisors to NASHP’s work on this project. In November 2007, NASHP conducted individual interviews with each of these key advisors and five state experts to discuss their views on the most effective strategies for enrolling and retaining eligible children and about the assistance states need most to move forward in their efforts. In addition, NASHP disseminated a brief questionnaire posing similar questions to state officials responsible for SCHIP and Medicaid programs and received responses from 13 states. More detailed information on the experts we consulted and the questions we posed appears in Appendices I and II. Although response to the questionnaire was more limited than we hoped, the information gathered provides a snapshot that enriches our understanding of these issues. NASHP also reviewed Medicaid and SCHIP policies now in place to help enroll and maintain enrollment for eligible children.

This paper begins with a brief discussion of why eligible children have not enrolled in Medicaid and SCHIP. The paper then reviews what we learned from our research and is organized according to the seven themes identified by the 2006 symposium:

1. Simplify enrollment and renewal procedures;
2. Conduct community-based outreach;
3. Use technology to coordinate programs and reduce administrative burdens;
4. Change agency culture;
5. Engage leaders who can articulate a clear vision;
6. Engage partners; and
7. Implement marketing strategies.

For each of these steps, the paper includes a discussion of what research, state experiences and expert opinion suggest about the effectiveness of different approaches in enrolling and retaining children. The paper concludes with a discussion of what types of assistance experts have indicated states may need to move closer to the goal of covering all children.

The parts of this paper that synthesize our review of the literature confirmed its limitations. Because there are shortcomings in the research evidence that is available, definitive guidance to inform state policies is lacking. Not all of the Seven Steps strategies have been tested or well-documented in research and additional research for all of the strategies discussed in this paper is warranted. The
research contained more information on enrollment and renewal simplification strategies than on the other strategies, so they are given more attention in this paper, but even in this area additional research would help inform states’ efforts to enroll eligible children. Although this suggests a greater focus on enrollment and renewal simplification by researchers, providing more attention in this paper is not intended to and cannot imply these strategies are more effective given the absence of further study of other methods.

In addition, this paper did not evaluate the research studies that support its findings or try to evaluate the methodologies this research employed. The methodologies and analytic rigor of individual studies vary, and consequently their results do not always provide concrete evidence on which policy decisions can be based. There is little overlap among studies; therefore, the findings of one study are rarely replicated in other studies. Strategies vary in the degree to which they have been analyzed and their impact is quantifiable. The overwhelming majority of the studies on which this report relies evaluated the impact particular policies had on enrollment. Ideally, one would want to measure whether a particular strategy had an impact on reducing the number of uninsured children in a state, which is the ultimate goal of promoting enrollment in Medicaid and SCHIP, but few studies offer this analysis. In addition, states often implement multiple strategies at the same time, making the unique impact of a single strategy difficult to discern. States also implement strategies as other changes take place, such as changes in economic conditions, further complicating efforts to isolate their impact. Finally, whether a strategy is successful frequently depends on the political, structural and administrative circumstances of a state.

For these reasons, the research presented here should not be considered dispositive. State officials will want to consider carefully which strategies are appropriate to their state’s needs, preferably by closely examining the studies referenced in this report. The paper is a representation of what we know today, but also aims to encourage research and evaluation to guide the promising strategies of tomorrow.
Why Are Eligible Children Not Enrolled in Public Programs?

To understand which state strategies are most effective in enrolling eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP, it is important to understand why many children who are eligible for these programs are not enrolled. The research literature on the reasons why some eligible children are not enrolled suggests that key factors include:

- **Families’ Knowledge or Perceptions of Medicaid and SCHIP.** Although most parents are aware that Medicaid and SCHIP exist, parents can be confused about whether their children are eligible. Some studies suggest that parents may be confused about changes in eligibility for Medicaid and SCHIP related to a child’s age. In addition, some parents of uninsured children with special health care needs who are eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP may believe they are ineligible because they had previously applied for Medicaid or SCHIP and had either been denied coverage or lost coverage once they had it. A significant share of parents whose children have not enrolled report that their children do not need or will not benefit from these programs, in part because these parents consider their children to be relatively healthy. Although there has been concern that “stigma” or the perception of Medicaid and SCHIP as “welfare” programs serves as a disincentive to enroll in these programs, the evidence may not support this concern.

- **Administrative Barriers to Families Completing the Application Process.** The Medicaid and SCHIP application and enrollment process can be difficult for families to navigate. Many describe the application process as challenging to complete, and some low-income individuals have expressed concerns about complicated application forms, being asked to answer “unfair” questions and confusion over application requirements. Some parents also have expressed concerns about needing to supply personal information as part of the application process, and parents who reported having had a bad experience with the application process were reluctant to apply again. In a survey of parents of children with special health care needs, less than half described the process of applying for Medicaid and SCHIP as easy.

- **State Challenges Maintaining Continuous Enrollment for Children.** Maintaining continuous coverage for children who have enrolled is also a significant policy challenge for states. The coverage renewal process appears to be a key point at which children lose coverage, although there are other reasons for losing coverage as well. States are required by federal law to redetermine eligibility at least annually, although six states redetermine eligibility for children more frequently in Medicaid (while one additional state redetermines income eligibility more than once annually). The reasons that children lose coverage at renewal include miscommunication between the state and families, families’ inability to meet redetermination requirements and administrative errors. Some eligible children who lose coverage subsequently re-enroll within a relatively short period of time, which suggests that these children lost coverage despite remaining eligible for the program (a phenomenon that is sometimes referred to as “churning”). Some eligible children who lose coverage do not re-enroll.

Some studies have shown that significant numbers of eligible children are losing coverage during the renewal process, although estimates of the extent of these coverage losses vary. The 2007 Congressionally-mandated evaluation of SCHIP attempted to estimate average retention rates for children who remain eligible for SCHIP upon renewal of coverage based on data from 19 states gathered over six years. The evaluation estimated that between 31 and 98 percent of children who were eligible for SCHIP retained coverage at renewal, and that between 2 and 27 percent of children who were disenrolled from SCHIP in the studies considered for the evaluation were still eligible for
SCHIP coverage, although the evaluation noted that other surveys have estimated the disenrollment of eligible children rate as even higher, between 25 and 31 percent. An earlier study of retention rates in eight states estimated a much higher rate of disenrollment of eligible children, finding that just less than half of children in SCHIP retained SCHIP eligibility at redetermination. This apparently high rate of coverage instability has implications for children, families, states and providers.

Language and Cultural Barriers. Confusion and barriers experienced by individuals and families in the application process can be especially acute and difficult to overcome for members of minority groups or individuals whose first language is not English. Some immigrants are concerned that using health care services will cause them to be categorized as “public charges” and jeopardize their residency. Translation problems, geographic barriers, and limited access to technology are also significant barriers for some groups, all of which can serve to deter enrollment among individuals and families for whom English is a second language.

State Responses to Budget Pressures. Although many states continue to press forward in their efforts to find and enroll more eligible children, a major challenge lies in the budget pressures states experience in economic downturns to trim public spending on Medicaid and SCHIP. The pressures brought about by economic downturns can be acute – as state tax revenues decline while enrollment in Medicaid and SCHIP increases – and states, unlike the federal government, must rebalance their budgets so they do not run deficits. The current economic crisis will likely pose significant challenges for states in maintaining enrollment, eligibility and benefits for Medicaid and SCHIP. Recent data suggests that as many as 44 states have faced or will face budget shortfalls either this or the next fiscal year as states face the bleakest economic outlook since the recession of 2001. Some may cut back on eligibility expansions and simplifications designed to make enrollment in public programs easier, or may make cuts to existing eligibility standards. Other states may cut payments to providers or health plans, which can diminish access and make it harder for those enrolled to access services.

These policy changes can have a nearly immediate effect on trimming enrollment and undermining confidence in public programs, but it is often hard to reverse these changes even when state economies rebound, leading to higher numbers of eligible children being uninsured. Changes that erode access to coverage can also further undermine families’ trust in state agencies and programs, making it harder for states to find and enroll eligible families in the future.

Uncertain Federal Funding and Restrictions. Federal funding for children’s coverage in Medicaid and SCHIP is still unclear despite movement in Congress towards reauthorization of SCHIP. States cannot predict whether SCHIP funding will continue, at what level or under what requirements. A number of states will face shortfalls in federal SCHIP funding in coming years and may become increasingly wary about committing to increasing SCHIP coverage. States are also concerned about the possible impact of a number of Medicaid rules promulgated in the past year, which could undermine federal funding for a number of services related to children’s coverage, including school-based outreach and administrative services, rehabilitation services and targeted case management. Although Congress has acted to temporarily stop implementation of the Medicaid rules before April 1, 2009, states wishing to curtail their financial risk may still feel pressure to curb SCHIP and Medicaid enrollment despite their policy interest in expanding coverage.

Another factor complicating state efforts is an August 2007 CMS directive, which requires states that cover SCHIP-eligible children with family incomes above 250 percent of the FPL to meet new...
requirements, including that states cover 95 percent of low-income children eligible for Medicaid and SCHIP. Research suggests as many as two dozen states may be affected by this directive, and many affected states are concerned that they would not meet the requirements if enforced. CMS issued a statement in August of 2008 indicating they would not actively enforce the directive, but the directive has already had an impact on states’ ability to expand eligibility under SCHIP and Medicaid. Several states that had planned expansions for children above 250 percent had already been denied approval before August 2008 and others had postponed expansion plans. The directive has also been challenged in court by states and beneficiaries, but it is unclear whether the pending suits will provide clarity on implementation of the directive. How much the directive impacts states’ enrollment efforts will depend on whether it remains in effect under oversight from the courts, a new administration and a new Congress.

### TABLE 1. Reasons Low-Income Children Were Not Enrolled in Medicaid or SCHIP Programs in 1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason Child Not Insured</th>
<th>Percentage of Low-Income Uninsured Children*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge gaps</td>
<td>32.4 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had not heard of Medicaid/SCHIP</td>
<td>12.4 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not inquire or apply because did not think child was eligible</td>
<td>17.7 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not inquire or apply because lacked sufficient information about program</td>
<td>2.3 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative hassles</td>
<td>9.5 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrolled in past year but not at present</td>
<td>17.8 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied for coverage but not enrolled</td>
<td>11.0 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not needing or wanting program</td>
<td>22.1 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other main reason given</td>
<td>7.3 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>2,485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Note: Standard errors are in parentheses. Percentages add up to more than 100 percent because respondents were allowed to choose more than one reason.

### Premiums and Waiting Periods Can Negatively Impact Children’s Enrollment

In 2007, 35 states charged premiums in their children’s coverage programs. A growing number of states have adopted premiums for their children’s coverage programs over the past decade for a number of reasons. Reasons often cited by states include an interest in promoting family investment in the coverage, a desire to lessen the stigma of coverage and make it more like private insurance, and a perception that charging premiums will lessen families’ likelihood of dropping private coverage to enroll in more affordable public coverage, commonly referred to as “crowd out.”

Research has examined the effect of premiums on children’s access and enrollment. One study showed a strong association between premiums and enrollment in public programs, with an increase in public...
premiums up to $10 resulting in a three-percentage point decline in public coverage among children whose family incomes were below 400 percent of the FPL.\textsuperscript{25} A study that used four years of data from the Current Population Survey showed that for families with incomes between 100 percent and 300 percent of the FPL, results consistently indicate that raising premiums reduces enrollment in public programs, with some children picking up private coverage while others became uninsured. For a subset of near-poor children (with incomes between 100 percent and 200 percent of FPL), the magnitude of the effects of public program premiums appears greater, with larger reductions in public coverage. In addition, the results suggest that increases in public premiums may also have more pronounced effects on uninsurance when applied to children from minority backgrounds whose families have lower levels of educational attainment.\textsuperscript{26}

The research literature reviewed for this report found that the negative effect that premiums have on enrollment and retention for children in SCHIP is comparable to other public programs. Studies looking specifically at states that increased SCHIP premiums are consistent with public program studies generally. When Arizona introduced new premiums for certain income categories into their SCHIP program in 2004, enrollment data indicates that the new premium reduced enrollment in the premium-paying group by 5 percent, or over 1,000 children. In Kentucky, a premium increase in 2003 resulted in reduced enrollment in the premium-paying group by 18 percent, or over 3,000 children.\textsuperscript{27} In July 2003, premiums were increased in Florida’s children’s health insurance program by $5 per family per month. One study that examined the impact of this increase on enrollment duration indicates that families are sensitive to even a modest increase in premiums. After the increase took place, enrollment lengths decreased significantly, with a greater percentage decrease among lower income children than higher income children. Declines in enrollment length were also more pronounced based on a child’s health status, with healthy children experiencing greater reductions in enrollment lengths.\textsuperscript{28}

A review of the evidence that was conducted as part of the 2007 Congressionally-mandated evaluation of the SCHIP program for CMS (hereinafter referred to as the “2007 Congressionally-mandated SCHIP evaluation”) found that families required to pay premiums are more likely to disenroll from coverage than families that are not.\textsuperscript{29} The evaluation also found that “lockout” provisions that prevent families from re-enrolling once they have been disenrolled due to failure to pay premiums also appear to have a negative effect on retention. Premium payment policies and methods of collecting premiums (such as whether the states permitted grace periods or used simplified payment and collection processes) also have an impact on the degree to which children maintain coverage. The 2007 SCHIP evaluation noted that offering grace periods to families who did not pay premiums helped lengthen spans of enrollment. Other studies have found that waiting periods are also associated with lower rates of SCHIP takeup.\textsuperscript{30}

On balance, these factors may contribute to some eligible children not enrolling in Medicaid or SCHIP and represent challenges states will likely confront as they try to cover more eligible children.
Seven Steps Towards Maximizing Enrollment of Eligible Children

This section revisits each of the Seven Steps themes to explore the most effective strategies for states to employ in order to identify, enroll and retain eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP coverage. Each of these steps are presented with a discussion of the research, state experience and expert opinion that indicates whether a particular related strategy appears effective. In some cases, there is insufficient research to support a strategy or the strategy has only been tested in combination with other strategies. There is a section on page 39 at the end of the discussion of each of the seven themes that examines the impact of multiple strategies. The types of strategies are discussed here in the same order in which they were presented in Seven Steps.

1. Simplifying the Enrollment and Renewal Process

Since SCHIP was created in 1997, many states have focused their efforts on simplifying the enrollment and renewal processes for children and families in Medicaid and SCHIP as a means of reaching more eligible children. Research and state experiences since 1997 provide substantial evidence that simplifying enrollment and renewal processes can promote enrollment of eligible children, reduce unnecessary loss of coverage and promote continuous coverage for children.

The core principles driving state efforts to simplify administrative processes are an interest in making their systems more consumer-friendly, decreasing the complexity, burdens and barriers in the process and decreasing the number of steps needed to complete a process. In sum, the effect of simplification can be to improve state efficiency and to make it easier for individuals to navigate otherwise complex applications, enrollment and retention systems. As such, simplification is a broad term that can refer to a wide range of strategies, including shortening an application, providing joint applications for Medicaid and SCHIP, reducing citizenship or income documentation burdens, eliminating the need for individuals to apply for benefits in person and lessening the paperwork burden for individuals to renew coverage. However, it should be noted that not all simplification strategies necessarily have a positive impact on enrollment; for example, some states have found that a one-page application for SCHIP and Medicaid became too difficult and complicated for the average applicant to read and understand and decided to return to longer applications that were clearer in their instructions to readers. The ideas discussed here were indicated, either in Seven Steps or by research or experts, as simplification strategies. Some of these strategies also are relevant to other sections of this report.

This section discusses state enrollment and renewal simplifications in turn.
A. ENROLLMENT SIMPLIFICATIONS

Available research indicates that keeping the enrollment process simple for families – by minimizing barriers to obtaining and maintaining coverage – can be central to facilitating enrollment of children in Medicaid and SCHIP. Enrollment simplifications also have the potential to help states and the federal government achieve administrative savings.

States vary in the extent to which they have adopted different enrollment simplification strategies, but most states have adopted three key strategies for both Medicaid and separate SCHIP programs: (1) elimination of the asset test; (2) elimination of in-person interviews; and (3) use of joint Medicaid-SCHIP applications. Elimination of the asset test is the most accepted strategy among states: 95 percent of states (35 of 37 states with separate SCHIP programs) have eliminated the asset test for SCHIP and 92 percent (47 of the 50 states and the District of Columbia) have eliminated the asset test for Medicaid. Elimination of in-person interviews is the next most common strategy, with 92 percent (34 of 37 states) having adopted it in SCHIP and 90 percent (46 of 50 states and D.C.) having adopted it for Medicaid. Nine out of ten states with separate SCHIP programs (33 of 37 states) use joint applications for their Medicaid and SCHIP programs. Other enrollment or application simplification strategies are far less widely adopted.

Table 2. Most Common Enrollment and Renewal Simplification Strategies for States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Medicaid</th>
<th>SCHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Asset Test</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No In-Person Interview</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Application</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Renewals</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-Month Continuous Eligibility</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Interviews with state experts and the results of our survey of state officials for this paper suggest that states believe enrollment simplification is an essential strategy for improving enrollment of eligible children. Most of the states that responded to our survey cited application simplification as one of the most effective means for enrolling more eligible children. Some states reported that improving coordination between Medicaid and SCHIP would be an effective strategy for enrolling eligible children. Specific strategies that were mentioned as being promising included having a common Medicaid/SCHIP application, coordinating program rules, online applications and more closely integrating agency staff and systems. Some states also expressed interest in either eliminating premiums in SCHIP or changing
the premium payment method to make premiums easier for families to pay as potentially effective enrollment simplification strategies.33

Most national experts interviewed for this paper also cited application simplification as a top strategy for states to enroll more eligible children. Experts interviewed cited simplifying the application process by allowing telephonic, mail-in or online applications as a promising strategy for enrolling children. A number of experts also cited the importance of improving coordination between SCHIP and Medicaid, eliminating asset tests, allowing self-attestation of resources and 12-month continuous eligibility requirements. Other ideas included eliminating face-to-face Medicaid interviews, simplifying eligibility requirements to provide the same eligibility levels for all Medicaid-eligible children, simplifying enrollment forms and reducing barriers created by the Medicaid citizenship and identity documentation requirements. The research literature has examined a number of specific strategies states have adopted to simplify enrollment, including:

**Simplified Application Process**

While most of the research merely documents the extent of state adoption of application simplification strategies, some studies show that application simplifications have a positive impact on enrollment of eligible children. A number of states have simplified their applications, eliminating unnecessary questions and making the applications easier for families to complete. As discussed above, nearly all states have stopped requiring parents of children applying for Medicaid or SCHIP coverage to apply in person and participate in a face-to-face interview with an eligibility worker. Many states also have allowed beneficiaries to apply for Medicaid and SCHIP by mail, over the phone, by fax or online. This makes the application process easier for working parents who have difficulty applying during conventional office hours or are reluctant to apply for coverage in state "welfare" offices.34 (Online applications are further discussed in a later section of this report on states’ use of technology.) The 2007 SCHIP evaluation reviewed data from three states over a five year period from FFY 1998 to 2002 and found that notable enrollment gains at the state and local levels occurred after application requirements were simplified in Ohio and online applications became available in Georgia.35 However, the impact of these strategies is difficult to quantify because the strategies were employed in combination with other enrollment changes.

**Citizenship Documentation Policies Challenging State Simplification Efforts**

Some recent hurdles are also making it harder for states to cover eligible but unenrolled children. The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 included new mandates requiring states to document the citizenship and identity of Medicaid applicants by reviewing, among other documents, original copies of birth certificates, passports or driver’s licenses. These requirements undermine simplification efforts many states have undertaken in the past decade to improve enrollment of children. For example, most states have eliminated face-to-face interviews for Medicaid and SCHIP and some have allowed individuals to file applications electronically. But the citizenship documentation requirements add a new layer of complexity, making it more difficult for states to maintain simplified application and enrollment processes. Several states have reported that otherwise eligible citizen children are losing coverage as a result of this requirement. For example, Virginia reported that after the requirement took effect in July 2006, enrollment of children in health coverage fell by more than 9,000 as of February 2007.

Sources: Donna Cohen Ross, *New Medicaid Citizenship Documentation Requirement is Taking A Toll: States Report Enrollment is Down and Administrative Costs Are Up* (Washington, D.C., Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, March 2007); Presentation by Linda Nablo, Director, Division of Maternal and Child Health, Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services, to Alliance for Health Reform, February 26, 2007.
By contrast, a 2004 study by Kronebusch and Elbel that used national data from the 2001 Current Population Survey to evaluate the impact of 14 different state policy variables on Medicaid and SCHIP enrollment raises questions about whether allowing applications to be submitted by mail or telephone improves enrollment. According to this study, which estimated the impact of a number of different simplification strategies on the likelihood of children enrolling in Medicaid or SCHIP, permitting mail-in or telephonic applications had no apparent effect on enrollment levels.

There is some evidence that simplifying the application process can promote state efficiencies. When Oregon reduced the number of steps for applying for Medicaid from 72 to 16, the time it took to enroll beneficiaries fell from 22 days to 3 days and the state’s overtime costs for eligibility workers dropped, saving the state more than $28,000 a month.36

Reducing Income Documentation Burdens

Some states have diminished families’ burden to provide documentation of income as part of the eligibility determination process when they apply for Medicaid and SCHIP coverage. Ten states do not require families to document their income at the time they apply for Medicaid coverage but instead verify the income that the applicant reports through data matching with other state systems, or in some states by auditing a sample of applications.37 Eight states allow for such administrative verification of income when families apply for SCHIP.38 The 2004 Kronebusch and Elbel analysis described above, which compared the impact of different Medicaid and SCHIP policies on enrollment in these two programs, found that reducing income documentation requirements increased the likelihood of children enrolling.39 Moreover, some state experience suggests simplifying documentation requirements can also ease state administrative burdens and speed up the enrollment process. In Maryland, Baltimore city’s application processing time fell after self-declaration of income was adopted.40

Eliminating Asset Tests

As discussed above, nearly all states have elected not to count a family’s assets (such as a car or a savings account) in determining eligibility for children in Medicaid or SCHIP.41 In a Kaiser Family Foundation (KFF) study based on interviews with officials in the nine states and the District of Columbia that had eliminated asset tests in 2000, state officials reported that eliminating the asset test allowed them to streamline the process of eligibility determination and make the enrollment process easier for families.42

States also said that dropping the asset test:

- Improved eligibility worker productivity and reduced administrative costs. One state, Oklahoma, reported a savings of $1.2 million after it stopped its asset test, with administrative savings exceeding the costs of additional enrollment that occurred after the asset test was dropped.
- Helped community-based organizations assist with outreach and applications.
- Made adopting an automated eligibility system easier and helped change the culture of eligibility determination agencies, shifting their focus toward helping eligible families enroll and away from keeping the number of active caseloads low.
- Did not cause eligibility error rates to increase.

Despite these positive findings associated with eliminating the asset test, the states studied by KFF reported that eliminating the asset test had a limited impact on enrollment. The likely reason for this is that few low-income families have assets. States indicated that the asset test therefore had little
impact on limiting eligibility, but did delay eligibility determinations and make the application process more difficult for families and agency staff. However, it was difficult for states to isolate the impact of eliminating the asset test because other changes to the application and enrollment process were made at the same time. The 2004 Kronebusch and Elbel analysis that estimated the impact of several different state simplification strategies provides support for the view that requiring an asset test can be a barrier to enrollment. Their study determined that having an asset test requirement reduced the likelihood of children enrolling in coverage.

Presumptive Eligibility

States have the option under federal Medicaid or SCHIP law to allow for temporary “presumptive eligibility” for children who appear to be eligible. States that take up this option can permit “qualified entities” (providers, schools, community based organizations, etc.) to enroll children who appear eligible into either Medicaid or SCHIP for about 60 days while the application process is completed. Fourteen states offer presumptive eligibility for children in Medicaid and nine of the 37 states with separate SCHIP programs offer it. One study determined that presumptive eligibility was associated with higher takeup rates in SCHIP. Another analysis that compared the impact of different Medicaid and SCHIP simplification strategies concluded that presumptive eligibility is among the strategies that have a positive impact on enrollment.

Many experts interviewed for this paper highlighted the potential advantages of presumptive eligibility as a tool to enroll children into Medicaid and SCHIP quickly and simply at the point of entry to the health care system – in a doctor’s office, hospital, school health clinic or at a community organization. However, some experts identified implementation challenges related to presumptive eligibility. Effective implementation requires careful administration, adequate funding and supportive systems. In cases where few providers are enlisted to enroll children as “qualified entities” or where states are not following up quickly on permanent enrollment for children, presumptive eligibility can fall short of its promise to enroll more children. Some state officials also have questioned the completeness and accuracy of information provided in the presumptive eligibility application process and have raised concerns that adopting presumptive eligibility could unnecessarily burden their administrative systems by requiring them to process both temporary and permanent applications instead of a single application. Some have suggested this could be addressed by using a standard application to determine presumptive eligibility for Medicaid or SCHIP.

Coordinating Medicaid and SCHIP Procedures

In the 37 states with separate Medicaid and SCHIP programs, transitioning between programs can require families to navigate two separate programs with two different sets of rules that are sometimes run by two separate agencies. This can be especially challenging for families if their children apply for one program but are eligible for the other program or if there are children in the same family who qualify for two different programs. Issues can arise at application and when younger children “age out” of Medicaid and become newly eligible for SCHIP. Federal law requires states to screen all children who apply to SCHIP for Medicaid eligibility and to enroll children in Medicaid if they are found eligible. This requirement is known as “screen and enroll” and can help prevent children from losing coverage if a parent applies to a program for which the child is not eligible, help children transfer from one program to another and ensure that Medicaid-eligible children receive Medicaid benefits and cost-sharing protections.

To counteract disenrollments due to program transfers, some states with separate programs have
Enrollment and Renewal Restrictions Lead to Coverage Losses

While it is clear that simplifying enrollment procedures can increase enrollment in Medicaid and SCHIP, there is also evidence that when a state makes enrollment and renewal processes more complicated, enrollment of eligible children declines:

- In 2003, after Texas made its SCHIP enrollment and renewal policies more restrictive, enrollment in SCHIP fell by nearly 150,000, a 29 percent decline. The new restrictions included requiring coverage renewals every six months rather than annually, establishing waiting periods in SCHIP, increasing premiums and cutting some benefits. Much of the enrollment decline was attributed to the requirement that beneficiaries renew coverage every six months.¹

- When Wisconsin stopped allowing families in its BadgerCare Medicaid expansion program to self-declare their income and began requiring parents to verify their insurance status through employer statements in 2003, enrollment declined by nearly 13,000 people, or 11 percent, in the first four months after these policies were imposed.¹

The research literature shows some positive effects on enrollment for states that have coordinated Medicaid and SCHIP rules and procedures. Virginia implemented a “No Wrong Door” policy in the fall of 2002, allowing applicants to complete a joint application for Medicaid and Family Access Medical Insurance Security or FAMIS (Virginia’s SCHIP program) and submit the application either at the Department of Social Services office or the Central Processing Unit (which previously accepted only SCHIP applications). During the quarter this change was implemented in 2002, Virginia saw its quarterly new entries into Medicaid increase by 43 percent, from 16,000 to 23,000.⁵² A case study of Virginia’s experiences attributed most of this increase to the policy changes adopted at this time, notably the adoption of the No Wrong Door policy.⁵¹ Indiana reported that having a joint Medicaid/SCHIP application form reduced its printing costs and cut in half the time state workers spent verifying information.⁵²

B. RENEWAL SIMPLIFICATIONS

Although most states have simplified the application process for children to a greater extent than they have the renewal process, there is growing recognition that simplifying the renewal process is essential to maximizing enrollment of eligible children in public programs.⁵³ A recent study indicated that 42 percent of eligible but uninsured children had been enrolled in SCHIP or Medicaid during the prior year, underscoring the important role that state efforts to improve retention can play in increasing enrollment among eligible but uninsured children.⁵⁴ According to this study, the percentage of uninsured children having been enrolled for coverage in the prior year increased substantially from 2000 to 2006, indicating a trend is likely having a significant impact on the number of eligible but uninsured children.

In interviews for this paper, state experts reported they considered simplifying the renewal process an effective strategy for helping children to retain coverage. Many states felt that providing families with

---

coordinated the two programs’ eligibility rules to make renewal schedules and methods of counting income consistent or to permit eligibility workers to determine eligibility for both programs.⁴⁹ As discussed above, nearly 90 percent of states (33 of the 37) with separate Medicaid and SCHIP programs use a joint application for both programs to make applying easier for families.

simplified or pre-populated renewal forms that the state filled out using existing information and which required the family to merely update any outdated or missing information was a promising approach. States also reported they are exploring new strategies to improve retention of coverage for eligible children at renewal and reducing “churning,” or the extent to which children lose and then regain coverage. National experts agreed that improving retention is central to improving enrollment of eligible children. There was substantial support for increasing state adoption of 12-month continuous eligibility for both Medicaid and SCHIP and for simplifying the renewal process. National experts also stressed that a substantial number of eligible uninsured children are children who had been enrolled in Medicaid or SCHIP at some point in the prior year but lost coverage due to an administrative problem during renewal or were inadvertently dropped in transitioning between SCHIP and Medicaid because of income eligibility changes. Experts stressed that improving retention of eligible children at renewal will be a critical way for states to increase enrollment of eligible children overall.

There is significant support in the research that improving retention by simplifying the renewal process is a promising strategy for increasing enrollment of eligible children. The 2007 Congressionally-mandated SCHIP evaluation performed a meta-analysis of nine studies reflecting the experience of 22 states, finding that, overall, simplified renewal procedures, especially administrative renewal and guaranteeing continuous coverage, appear to increase retention in SCHIP. This section describes the specific strategies that states have used to simplify the renewal process and the impact those strategies have had.

Annual Renewals and Continuous Eligibility
States have promoted stability in coverage for eligible children by requiring children and families to renew their coverage only once annually or by adopting policies that provide one year of continuous eligibility in Medicaid or SCHIP regardless of income changes; this essentially guarantees coverage to children who are determined eligible for one full year. Forty-four states and the District of Columbia require children to renew Medicaid coverage annually rather than every six months (while one state
requires income determinations every six months), and all separate SCHIP programs have annual rede-terminations. Fewer states guarantee continuous eligibility, with only 73 percent of states with separate SCHIP programs (27 out of 37 states) offering continuous eligibility and 31 percent of states offering this guarantee in Medicaid (16 out of 50 states and D.C.).

Annual renewals and 12-month continuous eligibility appear to have had a significant impact on maintaining coverage for eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP. The 2007 Congressionally-mandated SCHIP evaluation noted that administrative renewals, renewal simplifications and 12-month continuous eligibility were among the policies that helped promote enrollment in SCHIP. The evaluation specifically noted that three studies involving nine states indicated that continuous coverage can delay disenrollment from SCHIP. In addition, a 2006 study of SCHIP enrollment patterns in six states found that states with 12-month continuous eligibility promoted children’s enrollment in SCHIP for up to a full year (though it did not avert disenrollment at the end of the 12-month period).

Washington State’s experience changing its policies regarding 12-month continuous eligibility suggests continuous coverage can have a significant impact on enrollment and state administrative burden. When Washington made a number of changes to its Children’s Medical Program in 2003 – which included discontinuing 12-month continuous eligibility, requiring families to instead renew eligibility every six months, increasing verification requirements and eliminating telephone renewals – enrollment fell by more than 30,000 children. The state also found the “churning” of eligible children off and on the program increased by 12 percent after six-month renewals were reinstated and other policy changes were made. When the state reversed these decisions in 2005, enrollment increased and returned to its previous levels. When six-month renewals were in effect, the costs of administering the state’s Children’s Medical Program increased, backlogs of applications and renewals were created and hospital charity increased.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enrollment (in thousands)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>April 2003: State begins income verification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 2003: 12-month continuous eligibility ends; 6-month renewal cycle replaces 12-month cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2005: Administrative order to return to 12-month renewal cycle and establish continuous eligibility policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Administrative Renewal

Under administrative renewal policies, states simplify the renewal process for families by using information the state already has to minimize the requests for information to the family. In some cases, states allow families to renew coverage over the telephone, use technology to verify information through other databases that are available to the state or provide families with a prepopulated form to review and submit in order to renew coverage. Some states default to renewal unless they receive a renewal form that contains information disqualifying a child for coverage.

Administrative renewal is associated with increased retention in a number of studies. Two studies comparing states with administrative renewals with other states found a sharp increase in disenrollment during the renewal month among states without administrative renewal, while the states with administrative renewal had stable per-month disenrollment. One study found that Florida’s disenrollment of children at renewal increased after the state transitioned from administrative renewal to a renewal process requiring more action on the part of the families.

Allowing “off-cycle” renewals, or when states permit families to renew through another contact with the state or at a provider or community-based organization prior to their scheduled redetermination date, is another strategy states are employing to lower the burden of renewal. There does not appear to be any empirical evidence demonstrating the success of off-cycle renewals in improving enrollment.

A policy that supports states’ ability to implement administrative renewals is the elimination of a face-to-face interview as part of the renewal process. Most states have eliminated face-to-face interviews for renewals of coverage for children – 94 percent of states (48 out of 50 states and the District of Columbia) do not require face-to-face interviews for Medicaid renewals and 97 percent (36 of 37 states) do not require face-to-face interviews for SCHIP renewals.

Most results from states that have implemented different forms of administrative renewal have been promising:

- In 2001, Louisiana began “ex parte” renewal, using information from other state programs in advance of sending families a renewal form to complete. According to data the state provided to researchers, in one month in 2005, only one-third of Medicaid enrollees were required to submit renewal forms. The rest of the enrollees had ex parte renewals, in which contacting the family was not necessary, or coverage was renewed over the telephone. According to Louisiana, the proportion of children who retained eligibility at renewal increased from 72 percent to 92 percent between June 2001 and April 2005. The proportion of enrollees who lost coverage due to failure to return forms also fell from 17 percent to 1 percent. The state also found that it was less time-consuming for eligibility workers to obtain this information administratively than it was to process an application-based renewal or to open and close new cases.

- In Michigan, eligibility worker productivity increased by 25 percent after self-declaration of income was permitted at renewal. Maryland experienced no change in error rates after it implemented self-declaration.

- Once Arkansas began phone renewals and performed more intensive follow-up for incomplete renewals, the rate at which incomplete cases were closed fell from 25 percent to 6 percent.
Rhode Island, however, reported that providing families with filled out forms and asking them only to provide information on changes that took place since the last application or renewal had little impact on renewal rates.\textsuperscript{67}

A 2002 study reported that when Florida’s KidCare program sent families a preprinted renewal form and asked families to return the forms only if the information had changed, retention of coverage improved. Ninety-five percent of children remained enrolled in KidCare after renewal compared with 50 to 67 percent of kids who remained enrolled in some states with more onerous renewal policies.\textsuperscript{68}

**“Bridging” Transitions Between Medicaid and SCHIP Coverage**

Some states have tried to make children’s transitions between Medicaid and SCHIP coverage easier to prevent loss of coverage for eligible children both at renewal and as family status or income fluctuates throughout the enrollment period. Improving links between these two programs at renewal can have a significant impact on helping children maintain coverage. One study estimated that each year 27 percent of SCHIP enrollees, approximately one million children, switch to Medicaid, and 6 percent of Medicaid enrollees, roughly 1.4 million children, switch to SCHIP.\textsuperscript{69} This means that as many as 2.4 million children may transition between Medicaid and SCHIP each year. Having a high degree of coordination between Medicaid and SCHIP has been found to be important in maintaining stable coverage for children.\textsuperscript{70} There is also considerable evidence that SCHIP implementation had a “spillover effect” on Medicaid enrollment. This likely occurred for several reasons: SCHIP outreach identified

```
| Disenrollment, Program Switching, and Dropout Among Children in Medicaid and the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP), 2001–2004 |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | Initially in Medicaid* | Initially in SCHIP* | P value*       |
| Disenrollment (n=8,473) |                   |                   |                |
| Program-specific                                           | 34.3 (1.1)\textsuperscript{b} | 62.7 (2.1)\textsuperscript{b} | <.001          |
| Public insurance                                             | 28.0 (1.0) | 35.9 (2.0) | <.001          |
| Program switching (n=8,473)                                   | 6.3 (0.5) | 26.8 (2.0) | <.001          |
| Among public insurance disenrollees (n=2,404)                 |                   |                   |                |
| Lost eligibility only                                        | 3.2 (0.5) | 6.8 (1.6) | 0.008          |
| Acquired new insurance only                                   | 39.2 (2.1) | 37.9 (3.4) | _\textsuperscript{c} |
| Acquired new insurance and lost eligibility                    | 12.9 (1.3) | 11.9 (2.3) | _\textsuperscript{c} |
| Dropped out                                                   | 44.7 (2.1) | 43.5 (3.4) | _\textsuperscript{c} |
| Overall dropout among children in public insurance (n=8,473)   | 12.5 (0.7) | 15.6 (1.5) | 0.051          |
```


*Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.

\( P \) value of chi-square for null hypothesis that each variable does not differ across SCHIP and Medicaid children.

\( b \) Standard errors clustered at the household level: all estimates employee CPS household survey weights.

\( c \) Nonsignificant \( (p=.10) \).
Medicaid-eligible children; a “screen and enroll” provision required coordination between SCHIP and Medicaid during the initial application process; and Medicaid enrollment and renewal procedures were streamlined in states following SCHIP’s lead. The study suggests that a similar process to “screen and enroll” at the renewal time could better facilitate the transfers between SCHIP and Medicaid.\(^71\)

Coordination, or lack thereof, has been shown to affect the coverage status of SCHIP disenrollees after they leave the program. According to one in-depth study with 10 states, variability in program coordination has contributed to important cross-state differences in coverage of SCHIP disenrollees. In states with separate SCHIP programs, 37 percent of those who disenrolled were still uninsured after six months, compared with only 22 percent in Medicaid expansion states and 24 percent in combination programs. Lack of referral to and coordination with Medicaid appears linked to the discrepancies in coverage after leaving SCHIP and suggests the importance of coordinating extending coverage for children who do leave SCHIP.\(^73\)

States have pursued different strategies to simplify the transition between Medicaid and SCHIP for children whose family income changes and consequently affects their eligibility during enrollment, as well as for children who transition from Medicaid to SCHIP as they grow older (a result of Medicaid’s “stair step” eligibility structure). For example, California created a “bridge” program for children who are moving between Medi-Cal, the state’s Medicaid program, and Healthy Families, its SCHIP program. Although the program does not automatically enroll a child who is losing coverage into the other program, it has had an impact. According to the state, about 25 percent of children in the Medi-Cal bridge program successfully transferred to Healthy Families, 44 percent re-enrolled in Medi-Cal using a different eligibility category and just under one-third lost coverage.\(^74\) Increasing coordination between Medicaid and SCHIP by using joint renewal forms or synchronizing the programs’ renewals can be an effective strategy to promote retention.\(^75\) Other states have sought to improve transitions through automated referrals. When Iowa automated referrals of applicants from SCHIP to Medicaid, the number of referrals increased while the time it took to make referrals decreased.\(^76\)

Georgia’s insurance program for children, PeachCare, has demonstrated its success by an impressive growth in enrollment, from 48,000 in FY 1999 to more than 300,000 in FY 2005. A significant contributing factor to this success is the seamless enrollment and retention of Medicaid and SCHIP enrollees. Georgia not only used strategies that involved coordination of outreach and application processes, it also introduced a preprinted renewal form and administrative renewal process in 2001 for PeachCare enrollees and Medicaid enrollees who came in through PeachCare. Eligibility is renewed every 12 months for PeachCare children and every six months for children in Medicaid. An enrollment broker mails a letter to the family with preprinted information that the family has already supplied; families are only asked to call the hotline to update incorrect information or to disenroll their child. The single point of entry for many children into Georgia’s public insurance programs, along with collaboration from agencies on outreach, joint applications and administrative renewal, contributes to the successful coordination between the programs. The substantial number of children who have applied for PeachCare in Georgia but were found eligible for Medicaid further demonstrates the efficacy of the alignment between Medicaid and SCHIP.\(^72\)
2. Conduct Community-Based Outreach and Application Assistance

In addition to simplifying the application and renewal process, states have performed substantial outreach to children and families to help them enroll in Medicaid and SCHIP. Outreach generally involves providing information to individuals to raise awareness of these programs, individuals’ potential eligibility and assisting potential beneficiaries in enrolling or renewing coverage. Community-based organizations like schools, community health centers and local organizations play a key role in outreach and enrollment assistance because they can capitalize on families’ existing relationships and trust. For families who face language or cultural barriers, live in remote areas, need extra assistance due to literacy or numeracy issues or do not trust government, assistance from community-based organizations can provide a vital link to Medicaid and SCHIP.

The research literature reviewed for this paper focuses primarily on the role of community-based organizations in performing application assistance and suggests that outreach efforts need to be carefully targeted in order to be influential and cost-effective.

In interviews with state and national experts for this paper, it was clear that experts have a high degree of confidence in community-based outreach as a means of enrolling eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP. Building relationships with schools and community-based organizations like clinics and day care providers and working with application assistors were all cited by states as top strategies for maximizing enrollment for children. States work with these organizations to promote awareness of public programs, distribute materials and conduct application assistance. States are interested in targeting outreach efforts to specific populations, like Latinos and Native Americans, as potentially effective strategies for reaching these groups. Most national experts also cited having states use community workers to find and enroll eligible children as a top strategy for enrolling eligible children.

Community-based organizations like schools, community health centers and local organizations play a key role in outreach and enrollment assistance because they can capitalize on families’ existing relationships and trust.

This section of the paper discusses outreach and enrollment activities involving community-based organizations, but related elements of working with community-based organizations will also be discussed in later sections. Partnering with community organizations and others to promote enrollment is discussed later in Section 6. Marketing efforts that include outreach, advertising and media work are discussed later in Section 7. This organization of ideas reflects the manner in which these issues were discussed in Seven Steps.

Involving Community-Based Organizations in Outreach

Many states actively involve community-based organizations in helping to enroll eligible children. Massachusetts, for example, contracts with community organizations to enroll children in a number of programs, including health coverage, food stamps and WIC. The state found that when this outreach was reduced in the early part of the decade, “churning” of eligible enrollees increased. When several counties in California implemented Children’s Health Initiatives (CHI), which worked to both expand insurance coverage to children below three times the FPL and implement extensive outreach efforts, enrollment increased for some of California’s Medicaid, SCHIP and Healthy Kids programs. One study on Santa Clara County’s CHI attributed part of its enrollment growth to the role of community-based organizations, including their role in providing application assistance.77
The evidence from the literature on the effectiveness of outreach generally shows that community-based outreach has had a positive impact on Medicaid and SCHIP enrollment. Most of this literature focused on the role of community-based organizations in providing application assistance. Although the exact size of the impact is not measured, the 2007 Congressionally-mandated SCHIP evaluation noted that the creation of the SCHIP program, combined with state efforts to improve outreach and simplify the enrollment process, made a definitive impact on providing health coverage to eligible children. A study of California’s Medi-Cal and Healthy Families outreach efforts in 2001 found that increased funding for outreach through application assistors, community-based organizations, schools, and a program targeting working families was associated with a six to seven percent increase in children’s enrollment.

The positive impact of community-based outreach on enrollment of eligible uninsured children appears to be especially true for racial and ethnic minority populations or immigrant groups, because community organizations frequently have the trust of community members. In addition, outreach through community organizations has helped increase enrollment in Medicaid for Latinos and Asians in California, according to one study. Montana reported a 23 percent increase in enrollment of Native American children over a two-year period arising from increased outreach through community-based organizations like tribal health centers, Indian Health Service clinics and Urban Indian organizations. Montana’s increase in enrollment for Native American children was more than twice the enrollment-rate increase of 9.5 percent for all children during the same two-year period.

**Application Assistance**

In some states, application assistors help families apply for Medicaid or SCHIP by explaining eligibility rules and benefits, helping families fill out and submit forms and working with families on obtaining documentation. Application assistors can work at hospitals, clinics, or community-based organizations and help families complete applications, but they cannot determine eligibility.

States also can assign, or “outstation,” eligibility caseworkers at certain locations outside of the state eligibility offices, like schools, community health centers, hospitals and other local organizations. Outstationed workers can determine Medicaid eligibility. Generally, the evidence from the research literature suggests application assistance can be a very effective approach to enrolling uninsured children, especially when it is offered in concert with simplified application and renewal procedures:

- Application assistance has helped a number of states reach diverse populations. For example, when uninsured Latino families in Boston received community-based case management to reduce coverage barriers, the likelihood that these families obtained coverage increased from 57 percent to 96 percent. With this model of case management, including application assistance, these families also were more than twice as likely to remain insured continuously for one year, more likely to obtain coverage faster and had a much higher level of parental satisfaction with the process of obtaining coverage. Researchers concluded that having bilingual case managers who were trained and dedicated to addressing barriers facing Latino children, serve as advocates for obtaining health coverage for children and assist parents with application completion were key to the success of this program.

A study of California’s Medi-Cal and Healthy Families outreach efforts in 2001 found that increased funding for outreach through application assistors, community-based organizations, schools, and a program targeting working families was associated with a six to seven percent increase in children’s enrollment.
They described this intensive, targeted case-management program as more effective than “traditional” outreach and enrollment efforts for Medicaid and SCHIP, which more passively relied on mailings, advertising and toll-free telephone lines and lacked direct assistance with enrollment.

- A 2003 study by the Rockefeller Institute of Government compared the relative impact of outreach strategies through interviews with officials and reviews of documents and data in 18 states. The study found that conducting outreach through personal communication (in which someone provided information to prospective clients or assisted them with completing applications) had a “positive and significant” impact on Medicaid and SCHIP enrollment. According to the report, person-to-person outreach was especially effective when states also used brochures, Web sites and toll-free lines. The report noted the benefits of personal contact: that it “allows face-to-face interaction for the purpose of making customized presentations, answering questions, and explaining the application process.” The report also noted that, while personal outreach is the most expensive of all outreach strategies, it is considered among the most effective.

- A study that used a 2001 state-wide California survey and administrative data to estimate the impact of outreach efforts found that funding outreach for application assistance, community-based organizations (CBOs) and schools, application and enrollment support for families had a positive impact on Medicaid enrollment. However, this same study found that the number of sites that employed out-stationed Medi-Cal eligibility workers was not associated with an increase in Medicaid enrollment for kids. By contrast, the number of outstationed workers was associated with increased enrollment of adults and the reduction of uncompensated care for safety net providers. This same study found that a large scale media campaign was not effective, and the authors concluded, “All outreach strategies are not equally cost-effective.”

- As part of an overall package of simplification strategies, New York State has employed facilitated enrollment whereby workers in community organizations and health plans help find and enroll hard-to-reach families, screen for eligibility, complete applications, supply documentation and perform the required face-to-face interview. In 2005, facilitated enrolners submitted more than 500,000 applications.

- In California, using application assistors increased the likelihood that applications were both completed and approved for enrollment. The state trained certified application assistants (CAAs), who could work with schools, providers and community organizations to help families in the community complete their mail-in applications and renewals. CAAs were paid for each successful application that they helped a family complete. Illinois uses a similar approach. An analysis of outreach in California that was undertaken from 1998 to 2000, as the SCHIP program was being launched in that state, found that bilingual community-based application assistance helped increase enrollment in Medicaid. The results of this analysis suggest that Spanish-language application assistance through community-based organizations increased enrollment of Latino children in Medicaid by nine percent; Asian-language application assistance increased enrollment of Asian children 27 percent. This study also found that health care providers were more successful at increasing enrollment than other types of community-based organizations. The analysis also estimated that the increase in Medicaid enrollment associated with the outreach efforts decreased avoidable hospitalizations for children. Mississippi found applications from Native Americans increased after the eligibility workers were outstationed at a reservation to help complete applications onsite.
3. Use Technology to Coordinate Programs and Lower Administrative Barriers

Well-designed technologies have the potential to support state goals of overcoming barriers among programs, facilitating data sharing, speeding the application process and reducing errors, all of which can add up to faster, simpler enrollment that reaches more children and costs the state less to administer. There are also potential benefits from states’ use of technological resources, including the internet and computerized information networks, to reduce burdens for families and state staff. Specific examples of strategies that can be employed to reduce administrative barriers for individuals and states include information-sharing among programs with similar eligibility requirements, creating universal application forms for different public programs and online applications.

State and national experts interviewed for this paper indicated support for states tapping into technology as an emerging resource for enrolling more eligible children. States are interested in moving forward with online applications to help enroll eligible children. State and national experts also expressed interest and support for improving technological supports for data coordination among state agencies to facilitate outreach, enrollment and renewal improvements.

However, states’ use of technology for these purposes is still an emerging area, and the available research literature has not yet explored these systems’ impact on enrollment. Instead, much of the research is more descriptive about state efforts and innovative initiatives. Although there are a number of technological innovations underway, this section focuses on two key areas more states are exploring: online applications and data sharing among agencies.

Online Applications

Much of state activity in the technological arena has focused on online applications. Thirty-eight of the 41 states who responded to questions regarding online applications in a recent NASHP survey said online applications for Medicaid or SCHIP are available in their state. While most states said that the application must be downloaded, two states reported that they currently also determine eligibility online. Five states reported that they allow online renewals.

A number of states that have redesigned their eligibility systems to allow individuals to apply for multiple programs through one application process have seen positive effects:

- In Pennsylvania, individuals can apply for and renew coverage for Medicaid, SCHIP, food stamps, cash assistance and other programs online, using the state’s COMPASS application system. COMPASS accepts electronic signatures, so applicants never need to come into state offices. Renewals ask applicants to confirm information that is already in the system. The system minimizes the likelihood of errors due to handwriting. Pennsylvania also uses a Master Client Index system to store eligibility information across programs that eligibility workers can access easily, easing renewal and eliminating the need for beneficiaries to supply information that does not change.

- Massachusetts uses a “Virtual Gateway” through which application assistors can use a single electronic form to apply for Medicaid, food stamps, WIC, child care and other programs. Providers can access the system to determine patients’ health insurance status and help uninsured people apply for assistance.
for public coverage. A review of the gateway found that the system reduced the time it took to obtain an eligibility determination and improved individuals’ overall experience of applying for benefits.  

- Although upgraded eligibility systems can require a substantial up-front investment on states’ parts, they can also generate long-term savings. Florida has implemented an eligibility redesign across its programs and has estimated savings of $83 million through its online application system that helps beneficiaries apply for several different programs. Arizona and New York have also estimated administrative savings associated with new systems.  

These systems can also speed up the application determination process substantially and make it easier for application assistants to help families complete their applications for coverage.

**Sharing Data from Other State Programs to Identify and Enroll Children**

Some states have begun using information from other programs that serve low-income populations, like the NSLP, WIC, food stamps and cash assistance, to identify and enroll low-income children in Medicaid or SCHIP. For example, 16 of the 38 states that responded to a NASHP survey reported that they link their on-line applications to other programs. SCHIP agencies reported that applications are linked to a variety of programs including Medicaid, the low-income energy assistance program and state-funded health coverage programs. Medicaid agencies reported that applications are linked to SCHIP, early-intervention programs for children ages zero to three and early Head Start. Utah, in particular, has an innovative online resource that reduces the burden on families applying for a state program by providing an integrated front-end interface for various types of assistance that are often disconnected. The Web site (www.utahclicks.org) allows families to learn about and apply for programs including Medicaid, Head Start and SCHIP, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, in Spanish or English. The ability of state computer systems to share information across programs quickly and accurately is central to their effectiveness.

States have tried different approaches to enrolling or renewing coverage for Medicaid and SCHIP based on the applicants’ participation in other programs. Although these efforts have not been comprehensively reviewed, some states have had success in using limited forms of automated or streamlined mechanisms to assist in enrolling or renewing coverage for eligible children:

- Louisiana has used information technology to make the redetermination process easier for families by linking Medicaid data systems to those of the state agencies that administer food stamps and cash assistance and to state income-reporting databases. This process allowed the state to successfully renew eligibility for 60 percent of all redeterminations without contacting the parent. In addition, the percentage of all children whose coverage was dropped for procedural reasons fell from 25 percent to 4 percent.  
- Vermont has used technology to improve data-sharing between the Medicaid and WIC programs. Since 1989, the state has used a single application process to evaluate eligibility for both. Consequently, 97 percent of Vermont children enrolled in WIC also have health coverage.  
- California implemented accelerated, streamlined enrollment into Medicaid and SCHIP through an Express Lane eligibility program, using information from the NSLP application to provide presumptive eligibility for children who appear eligible. However, California found the process of identifying eligible children to be labor intensive for both schools and counties, requiring additional funding and staff to conduct outreach and complete applications. While the program has been successful
in enrolling more uninsured children into presumptive eligibility status, it has fallen short in ensuring that more children receive permanent, ongoing coverage. One of the issues California has faced is that a significant percentage (40 percent) of the children applying for coverage as a result of being identified through Express Lane were already enrolled in Medi-Cal or Healthy Families. These many applications from current enrollees create an administrative challenge which could be addressed through data matching, but the state’s computer systems currently cannot perform this function. Another issue is that many families did not complete the additional paperwork that is required for a full eligibility determination, which meant that children lost coverage after their brief period of presumptive eligibility.100

Many states are piloting new programs to identify and enroll children using data from other programs. Further research will be warranted in the future to determine the most successful strategies for state efforts in this area.

4. Change Agency Culture to Promote Enrollment Goals

Research suggests the culture of state eligibility agencies can play an important role in improving enrollment of eligible children. Many state eligibility agencies have historically emphasized adherence to procedures over promoting enrollment of all eligible individuals. Changing the culture of eligibility agencies to ensure enrollment goals are supported at all organizational levels is an essential part of simplifying the enrollment and renewal process.

Seven Steps forum participants identified a number of strategies states might consider in redesigning agency culture to improve support for enrolling eligible children, including: 1) making the goals of the program clear; 2) changing the language agencies use to positive terms, such as describing individuals applying and enrolling as “customers” and stressing a culture of service; 3) training staff and keeping them informed about policy changes; 4) creating systems to implement and monitor new policies and procedures; and 5) providing the tools to improve eligibility workers’ ability to perform well.

Some of the state experts interviewed for this paper stressed the importance of agency culture in improving enrollment. One state expert cited her experience refocusing her state’s eligibility worker culture as evidence of the dramatic changes states can reap when caseworkers are given opportunities to more directly interact with families and when the standards by which their performance is judged shift from closing cases to keeping children enrolled.

Although the research literature does not measure the impact of organizational culture change on enrollment, the experience of a number of states suggests that agency culture is a central piece of the puzzle of enrolling eligible children. In focus groups of parents of eligible children in California, parents expressed concern that during the application and enrollment process they were being “talked down to” or stereotyped.101 These perceptions can have a negative impact on the likelihood that a parent will apply for coverage for his or her child. Changing the perspective of eligibility workers can improve parents’ perception of whether the Medicaid or SCHIP agency will support their efforts to obtain coverage for their children.
Some states have reoriented their eligibility agency culture with positive results:

- Louisiana implemented a top-to-bottom reorientation of eligibility caseworkers as part of its efforts to enroll more eligible children and address high rates of disenrollment at renewal. The state conducted “internal marketing” for caseworkers to explain why having health insurance is important to low-income people, provided opportunities for caseworkers to work outside of the office to help families enroll and rewarded caseworker efforts to enroll or retain coverage for more children. The state also changed professional standards for eligibility workers making them accountable for enrolling eligible individuals and maintaining their coverage. Louisiana’s deputy Medicaid director told researchers: “All Medicaid eligibility management and first line supervisors were trained in the agency’s new philosophy. This internal marketing was very important for everything that has followed.” Louisiana also changed its renewal policies to avoid unnecessary case closures and encouraged workers to avoid unnecessary disenrollments during the renewal process. The state says that these efforts have paid off and estimates that only one percent of eligible children do not retain coverage during the renewal process. This goal was achieved without additional investments in staff and actually resulted in faster application processing and reduced burdens for caseworkers.

- As part of a 2002 outreach campaign for Kansas’s HealthWave program in 2002, the state recognized that it needed to shift agency culture to support its goal of enrolling eligible children. Historically, the agency’s focus had been on keeping ineligible individuals out of public programs. The state provided social marketing training to staff and began discouraging describing HealthWave as a “social services” program. To support this goal, some local agency offices were given the authority to make decisions about how to conduct outreach in their communities.

- Pennsylvania has been working to change the culture of its CHIP agency and realigning expectations of eligibility workers to ensure that they are oriented toward helping eligible people get coverage and away from keeping ineligible people off the program. The state underscored the need to provide incentives to people who are making progress toward the goal of enrolling eligible children.

5. Engage Leaders to Champion the Goal of Covering Children

Research suggests that high-level leadership within a state, particularly on the part of the governor, can contribute to a state’s success in enrolling children in public programs. Publicly setting a goal of enrolling children is a fundamental ingredient for success. Other state leaders, including state legislators, Medicaid and SCHIP directors and community leaders, can play a significant role in promoting the visibility of the need for enrolling children.

A NASHP study of eight states with initiatives aimed at covering all children identified gubernatorial leadership as a key factor cited by state officials as important to helping states achieve the goal. An evaluation of the RWJF Covering Kids and Families (CKF) initiative also identified state government leadership as an important component in whether states were successful in achieving and maintaining enrollment gains in health coverage for eligible children. The evaluation found that the CKF coalitions had the greatest success in implementing strategies for covering more children if they included in their membership SCHIP and Medicaid officials with the authority to make program changes. The evaluation also found that successful states had “strong leaders who set the agenda and maintained the focus on goals and good communication among members.”

Research on recent state experiences underscores the importance of high-level leadership in promoting enrollment and retention of eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP:
One review of four states working to promote stable coverage by preventing eligibility “churning” at renewal demonstrated the importance of high-level leadership and commitment. In two states that successfully promoted maintaining coverage for eligible children, Virginia and Washington, the states’ governors issued executive directives supporting these goals. In Virginia, Governor Mark Warner, made a campaign promise to enroll eligible children in public programs. The review found that setting explicit goals of increasing enrollment and retention for the state encourages consideration of changes needed to support these goals. According to this review, “States operating under gubernatorial directives to increase enrollment and stability of coverage are better positioned to conduct comprehensive reviews of program renewal procedures, make changes and revisit policies when changes do not produce desired results.”

Studies examining the experiences of two states that made significant progress in enrolling eligible children, Virginia and Arkansas, noted that these states both had strong leadership at the state or local levels that focused on enrolling eligible children and expanding health coverage for children. As one Virginia state official said in 2007 when describing the state’s efforts to cover eligible children: “Leadership is key.”

In 2005, Illinois created the All Kids program, making Illinois the first state to enact legislation providing comprehensive coverage to all children. All Kids encompasses Medicaid and SCHIP and allows families that do not qualify for Medicaid or SCHIP to purchase coverage through the state. A recent study of states’ experiences expanding coverage to children suggests that the governor’s leadership was an important factor in passing legislation and promoting awareness.

Additional states are working toward covering uninsured children with gubernatorial leadership. In 2008, at least 13 states had initiatives or plans for covering all children in the state, supported by gubernatorial leadership. In Connecticut, Governor M. Jodi Rell has supported significant new outreach efforts to enroll uninsured children into the state’s HUSKY program for children. Last year, the state reported that the number of children enrolled in HUSKY had increased by 5 percent in 10 months. In Oregon, Governor Ted Kulongoski announced in 2007 a Healthy Kids plan to cover the state’s 117,000 uninsured children. New Hampshire Governor John Lynch has set a goal of enrolling more eligible children, and has followed up by increasing funding for outreach strategies.

In states with high-level leadership to cover children, state leaders have provided a central voice to inform the public about the availability of health coverage, gain support for new policies in the legislature, convey a clear message and goal to the agencies that are executing new policies, execute any administrative changes needed to support the goal and leverage additional resources to identify and enroll eligible children. Although leadership alone is not enough to promote significant new enrollment of eligible children, it can be very helpful in propelling enrollment efforts forward.

6. Engage Partners to Help Achieve Coverage Goals

Seven Steps forum participants identified state partnerships with access to a range of state and community agencies and organizations as playing an important role in covering uninsured children. Organizations cited include schools, community organizations, foundations, businesses and providers. State experts interviewed for this paper agreed that partnerships, particularly partnerships with schools, are an effective method of helping children enroll.

States are working with providers, schools, day care providers, community organizations, parent teacher associations, government programs like Head Start, community health centers, hospitals and tribal
organizations. In addition, some states partner with managed care organizations (MCOs), which have a financial interest in keeping beneficiaries from “churning” on and off the program, to promote continuous coverage. These partnerships include educating families about Medicaid and SCHIP and assisting them in applying for the program.

An evaluation of the RWJF’s CKF program suggests the value of partnerships to promote coverage. The evaluation found that state grantees believed that one of the essential criteria for effective outreach was that it be conducted through a trusted community organization. In addition, grantees reported that ensuring coordination with other organizations and state government efforts was essential.117

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 6. Examples of Community-Based Partners that Collaborated with States to Conduct SCHIP Outreach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Schools and School Districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• School-Based Health Clinics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• After-School Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Local Universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Private K-12 Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Professional Associations Representing Educators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community-Based Organizations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Big Brother and Big Sister Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Children’s Advocacy Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Local Philanthropic Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Legal Aid Offices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Local Park Associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Neighborhood Associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Parent-Teacher Associations (PTAs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Voluntary Organizations Serving Immigrants and Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Educational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health Care Providers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Community Health Centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Immunization Clinics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Individual Physician Offices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Professional Associations (e.g., State Pediatric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association, State Dental Association)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Minority Health Groups (e.g., the Interagency Farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers Coalition and the African-American Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: SCHIP is State Children’s Health Insurance Program
One of the clearest examples of the impact that partnering with community organizations can have is through application assistance, which is discussed earlier in this paper. In addition, the research literature illustrates the impact of state efforts to engage community partners in conducting outreach and assisting families:

- According to one study, providing SCHIP applications to families in five geographically diverse hospital emergency rooms across the United States in 2001 and 2002 was associated with an increase in SCHIP enrollment three months later, including an increase for minority children. The study authors concluded that partnering with hospital emergency departments to hand out applications in emergency rooms can be an especially effective strategy for reaching minority children.\(^{118}\)

- Virginia focused on building local partnerships to help enroll eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP. For example, it developed a school-based outreach program in Fairfax County, Virginia, that contacts families that do not report having health insurance on school emergency contact forms. In 2004, these efforts led to 1,400 Medicaid and SCHIP applications. Evaluators in Virginia attributed this success to leadership from the school superintendent, the dedication of school personnel and intensive follow up by outreach staff.\(^{119}\)

- MCOs in Rhode Island, Virginia and New York have helped members who are enrolled in Medicaid or SCHIP navigate the renewal process by placing reminder phone calls to families, ensuring that renewal forms are sent to the correct address and assisting members with the renewal process.\(^{120}\)

- Ohio partnered with schools and NSLP officials to begin a targeted health coverage outreach program for families enrolling in the school lunch program in 2001. The state sent notices to families receiving school lunch applications asking them to complete an application for Medicaid or SCHIP. The schools sent completed and returned forms to the state. In the first year of the program, nearly half of all families who requested applications received health insurance. Many other states have employed similar methods to identify children who may be eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP through the school lunch program. In general, states have found that follow up is critical and that allocating sufficient resources for this purpose is important for success.

- Respondents to one survey at community health centers reported that they were more likely to perceive stigma at welfare offices than at other enrollment sites, underscoring the need to involve community partners in outreach and application efforts.\(^{121}\)

In addition, state and local coalitions working together have played an important role in efforts to cover more children.\(^{122}\) Working with stakeholder coalitions of providers, advocates and information technology specialists has also been described as helpful in overcoming organizational obstacles to integrated technology systems that can support a streamlined eligibility and enrollment process.\(^{123}\)

**Partnering with Schools to Perform Outreach**

Schools are important partners for many states, and their role in performing outreach is well documented in the research literature relative to that of other institutions. States work with schools to conduct “back-to-school” campaigns, provide information and applications to families, identify eligible children who are not enrolled and in some cases provide application assistance. Many uninsured children who may be eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP are in school, making schools a prime conduit for
reaching eligible children for many states. School-based outreach and enrollment can be conducted through school nurses, who have consistent contact with children and see them at a time when they need medical care. School nurses can, for example, send insurance information home to families, add health insurance questions to mandatory health forms or host Medicaid/SCHIP sign-up events. Nurses also can assist families with filling out applications and help them track applications as they progress through the system.

In some studies, states have described partnerships with schools as one of the most effective ways of reaching potential SCHIP enrollees, although states vary in the extent to which they collaborate with schools. School-based outreach could be especially important to reaching eligible adolescents. For children who are not yet in school, outreach can be conducted through child care agencies or Head Start programs. Some states reported enrollment surges as a result of “back-to-school” campaigns begun at the outset of the school year, although in some of these states campaigns were initiated at the same time as other policy changes.

In December 2007, CMS issued a regulation prohibiting federal Medicaid reimbursement for Medicaid-related administrative activities performed by schools. These activities include outreach and enrollment assistance provided to Medicaid-eligible children. Instead, to address federal concerns about improper billing by states, CMS required that Medicaid personnel provide these services in order for them to be paid for by Medicaid. States and other groups have raised concerns that prohibiting funding for administrative activities will adversely affect state efforts to perform outreach and enrollment of eligible children through schools. States have argued that Medicaid workers cannot match the efforts and assistance that school personnel are now providing and that state education budgets are too strained to continue the level of outreach now provided without Medicaid reimbursement. While this rule is subject to a moratorium on implementation until April 1, 2009, its future is uncertain. If the rule goes into effect, states are concerned it will undermine existing partnerships with schools to enroll children.

7. Marketing Efforts

Seven Steps participants viewed marketing – to policymakers, providers, parents and other stakeholders – as important to states’ overall efforts to reduce uninsurance among children. Such marketing can be broadly described as promoting awareness of and support for public programs with target audiences including legislators, community leaders, providers and families. Marketing can include strategies to help the public understand and support the program generally or efforts to publicize the program to eligible children in light of changes, including eligibility expansions. While marketing efforts to reach and enroll eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP can contribute to successful enrollment of eligible children, research is mixed on the cost-effectiveness of broad marketing efforts as a strategy for enrolling eligible but uninsured children.

Broad Marketing vs. Targeted Efforts

Large-scale marketing efforts to the public have been part of states’ efforts to reach and enroll uninsured children since at least 1997, when SCHIP was created. Primary marketing strategies have included TV, radio, and print advertising, promotional materials and “rebranding” existing programs with new names. Multilingual marketing campaigns are also key to meeting the needs of many different populations.
Although many states interviewed for this paper strongly supported marketing as one of the most effective strategies for enrolling eligible children, other states and national experts were more circumspect. Some states described large-scale marketing as having been more effective for the early years of SCHIP; it is less effective now that the program is mature and there is greater public awareness of Medicaid and SCHIP. Instead, they argued, targeted marketing to harder-to-reach groups might be more effective. By contrast, none of the national experts cited marketing as one of the top strategies for enrollment, and some expressed skepticism about media campaigns in particular.

Research on the impact of marketing Medicaid and SCHIP to the public is mixed. States frequently report that the number of calls to application hotlines and the number of applications the state receives increase after they implement large-scale advertising campaigns. When Georgia undertook media coverage and introduced a Web site and online application, SCHIP enrollment increased by 19 percent in 2000 and 54 percent in 2001.130 In a number of states that have employed multiple strategies to successfully increase enrollment of children, media campaigns have played a part (see Multiple Strategies text box, page 39). One study evaluating the impact of television ads found that a significant increase in callers occurred after television advertisements for SCHIP and Medicaid.131

However, other studies call into question the efficacy of broad marketing campaigns. A report on states’ experiences with strategies to promote their health coverage programs found limited evidence that media campaigns in particular resulted in new applicants applying. The report noted that people who contacted the state about applying for Medicaid or SCHIP cited family, friends and television as sources of information.132 One somewhat larger evaluation of the effectiveness of large-scale marketing in 2003 by the Rockefeller Institute of Government found that it has little impact. The Rockefeller Institute study compared the relative impact of outreach strategies through a literature review and case studies of 18 states and found that direct marketing did not have a significant impact on Medicaid and SCHIP enrollment, in part because it was not frequent enough to have a direct enrollment impact. The study’s authors concluded that “in order to be effective, mass media advertising requires a budgetary commitment unlikely to be available in many social services contexts.”133 A study of outreach efforts to enroll children in Medicaid and SCHIP in California determined that a large mass-media campaign was not successful.134 However, a separate analysis of the effect of advertising and community-based outreach in California found that advertising in English and Spanish had a small and delayed positive impact on enrollment.135

The Rockefeller Institute study suggested that targeted efforts to reach narrow, well-defined groups might be more cost-effective than more general media campaigns. The report concluded that to steward limited resources effectively, states might want to avoid large-scale media campaigns that require repetition (and therefore expense) in order to be effective in favor of communicating with narrowly defined target populations. The Congressionally-mandated evaluation of the SCHIP program suggests many states came to their own conclusions about the effectiveness of mass media and began to move away from it in later years:
States initially focused their outreach efforts on the general population to create broad awareness of SCHIP, but they gradually began to target those who were eligible but not enrolled (such as minorities, immigrants, working families, and rural residents). Over time, most states focused on building partnerships with the community-based organizations that had access to ‘hard-to-reach’ populations. In addition, they shifted resources from mass media campaigns to local in-person outreach, including the use of mini-grants and application assistance fees to stimulate outreach and enrollment at the local level.

These findings suggest that, although large-scale media campaigns may have been particularly effective in SCHIP’s early years, more tailored and personal outreach strategies may be more effective at this stage of states’ targeted efforts to enroll eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP.

**Eligibility Expansions**

Expanding eligibility is not only a means of offering coverage to previously ineligible people – it also can be a key strategy to enroll more eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP. States have found that expanding eligibility can lead to enrollment gains among unenrolled low-income children who were eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP prior to the expansion:

- During the first year that Illinois implemented its “All Kids” coverage initiative, nearly 70 percent of the newly enrolled children had been eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP under the old eligibility standards. Illinois found that the simplicity and clarity of providing a clear public message that “all children are covered” reached and helped enroll children who were eligible but unenrolled in Medicaid and SCHIP.
- Montana experienced a comparable increase in enrollment of previously eligible children with a more limited expansion of its CHIP program from 150 to 175 percent of the FPL in July of 2007 – 65 percent of newly enrolled children 11 months after the expansion had family incomes below 150 percent of the FPL.
- In a study of Santa Clara County’s CHI, data indicates that the CHI (which is both an additional county-based health insurance program for children under 300 percent FPL who are ineligible for public programs and a comprehensive outreach effort) led to large enrollment increases in California’s already established public programs, with over 9,000 children enrolling in Medi-Cal and 4,300 in Healthy Families in Santa Clara County. While it is not possible to parse out the individual effects of the two CHI approaches, the study suggests that both the expansion of eligibility and the active outreach were successful in reaching many children who were previously eligible for the state public programs. Researchers concluded that enrollment increased by more than 13,000 children over the enrollment increase that would have taken place in the absence of the SCHIP, an increase of 28 percent.

A number of studies have indicated that extending health coverage to parents also can increase the likelihood that a child enrolls in Medicaid or SCHIP. One analysis, for example, found that Medicaid participation rates for children in states that offered parent coverage was roughly 24 percentage points greater than it was in states without such coverage. Eighteen states, including the District of Columbia, covered working parents with incomes at or above the poverty line in January 2008.
Multiple Strategies: Tracking the Impact When States Adopt Many Strategies at Once

Most often, states do not employ just one approach to increasing enrollment of eligible children, but instead adopt multiple strategies at the same time. For that reason, research on the impact of states’ strategies tends to demonstrate the effect of multiple strategies implemented together, rather than showing the discrete effect of a single strategy. The research literature describes a number of states that successfully enrolled eligible children after implementing multiple simplifications of the enrollment and application process. For example:

• In Virginia, quarterly net enrollment in the state’s Family Access to Medical Insurance Security (FAMIS) program increased from 40,000 to 80,000 children between 2002 and 2007 after the state simplified enrollment (by using a common Medicaid and SCHIP application and reducing verification requirements), allowed applications to be submitted at locations other than the Department of Social Services for SCHIP and Medicaid, improved coordination between Medicaid and SCHIP, suspended premiums, reduced waiting periods and expanded SCHIP eligibility.

• Georgia increased the number of children who enrolled in both Medicaid and PeachCare, its SCHIP program, after it made a number of simplifications between 1999 and 2005. Changes implemented during this period included adopting a joint Medicaid/PeachCare application, accepting applications by mail and the internet and unifying and simplifying Medicaid and PeachCare systems. In 2001, Georgia also permitted self-declaration of income and began carrying out administrative renewals for both Medicaid and PeachCare. Georgia’s enrollment increased from 48,000 in 1999 to more than 300,000 in 2005.

• Starting in 2000, when Arkansas made a series of changes when it implemented its ARKids Medicaid and SCHIP expansions, enrollment in its ARKids program increased significantly. These changes included allowing a mail-in application, offering enrollment assistance at different sites (like hospitals and schools), conducting a media campaign, using a joint Medicaid/SCHIP application and allowing self-declaration of income.

• In 2000, Ohio expanded coverage modestly and made a number of application simplifications, including creating a family application and reducing verification requirements. Enrollment in the state’s traditional Medicaid program subsequently increased 22 percent. Enrollment in the state’s combined Medicaid/SCHIP program increased 25 percent.

What States Need to Move Forward on Enrolling Eligible Children

*States have recognized* the political and practical appeal of increasing health coverage of children, and many are working actively to increase enrollment of eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP, often as part of broader efforts to reduce rates of uninsurance among children and youth. As they move forward, states face key challenges. First, many states are uncertain which strategies will be most effective in achieving children’s coverage goals. Second, states have limited resources and many require evidence of a strategy’s effectiveness before they can commit resources for policy or process changes. Importantly, many states lack sufficient data to inform their strategy choices. Many have insufficient data to determine which children in their state are uninsured and to understand the causes of uninsurance and whether these children were previously covered under Medicaid or SCHIP. States also may lack data to enable them to track the impact of a policy or process change on enrollment.

NASHP interviewed state and national experts to identify what types of assistance experts believed would be most helpful to states at this critical juncture, where much progress has been made but a significant percentage of uninsured children are eligible. Specific recommendations included:

- **Assessment of state-specific strengths and weaknesses.** Experts suggested that states receive assistance to help them assess their strengths and weaknesses in enrolling and maintaining coverage of eligible children. Given states’ unique circumstances and needs, experts believed that giving states objective and critical feedback on where improvements are needed would help them better target limited resources.

- **Stronger and more uniform data collection and analysis.** Experts said states need more and better data in order to understand the populations they are targeting, the impact of changes they make and to compare themselves with other states. In particular, data is needed about the enrollment and disenrollment of Medicaid- and SCHIP-covered children so states can track coverage and understand the reasons for breaks in coverage. Some states also expressed an interest in having eligibility and enrollment performance measures developed. A number of states also said they need data on the insurance status of their residents so they can identify trends, target populations and track changes over time. The review of the research literature supports the need for developing data systems and methodologies to help states measure enrollment, renewal rates, and changes over time.  

- **Systems improvements.** A number of states are interested in streamlining eligibility processes but want technical assistance in designing and developing improved systems. They also want to learn from the experiences of other states and tailor new systems to their own state’s needs. States expressed a need for technical assistance dealing with complex government systems where authority can be split across agencies or between a state and counties. States also are interested in technical assistance on innovations like electronic signatures, electronic verifications and data matching and sharing with other agency programs. National experts also believed that helping states implement IT improvements, including data systems that can integrate or match data, eligibility automation and online applications were the kind of assistance states needed most.

- **Nuts and bolts assistance with implementing strategies in states.** States are seeking assistance on key methods of improving the enrollment process, including ways to simplify renewal, coordinate with other programs and change agency culture. A number of states suggested that it would be helpful to have access to additional research and focus groups to help develop outreach
messages and better understand why some families who are eligible have not yet enrolled in public programs. Some states also would like additional research to understand why people in some ethnic groups, in some geographic areas or at certain income levels are not enrolling in public programs, and to better understand cultural barriers. Finally, some states also are seeking technical assistance to make it easier for states and individuals to comply with citizenship documentation requirements.

- **Facilitated cross-state learning.** Many states that NASHP interviewed expressed a strong interest in convening with other states to share information, experiences and best practices for enrolling eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP. States cited their positive experience with the *Covering Kids and Families* initiative, but noted there has been significant staff turnover over the past few years and important changes that warrant further discussion. These states see state learning networks as providing critical assistance to staff, especially those working on outreach and enrollment for the first time. National experts also agreed that discussion between state policymakers would effect a flow of information that was among the most important of states needs.
Next Steps

Many states are ready to take the next steps to ensure that all children who are eligible for Medicaid and SCHIP can enroll and retain coverage. With a strong state interest in covering children, and more than a decade’s worth of experience in reaching and enrolling eligible children in public programs, new achievements in covering uninsured children are within states’ reach. States recognize and many are working to overcome longstanding barriers to families’ enrollment in health coverage, including: addressing administrative barriers that make it difficult for families to complete the application process; ensuring that parents are aware of Medicaid and SCHIP and understand these programs’ eligibility rules; overcoming language and cultural barriers; and maintaining continuous coverage during the renewal process.

On June 1, 2008, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation issued a call for proposals for a new program to assist states in their efforts to enroll eligible but uninsured children called Maximizing Enrollment for Kids. Beginning in February 2009, Maximizing Enrollment for Kids will provide technical assistance and funding for up to eight states to help them better understand their strengths and weaknesses in their current enrollment and retention efforts, develop strategies and benchmarks for improvement, learn from other states and evaluate the success of their efforts. Through this project, NASHP, which serves as the National Program Office, hopes to demonstrate the effectiveness of different strategies discussed in the paper and help grantees and other states make meaningful progress in their efforts to cover more eligible but uninsured children through Medicaid and SCHIP.

States will face competing tensions as they try to maximize enrollment of eligible children, including uncertainty at the federal level about SCHIP reauthorization, funding and policies. The current economic crisis may undermine states’ investments in children’s coverage and will likely create more pressure for states to invest in high-impact strategies. While the primary focus of this paper has been on strategies states can undertake to improve health coverage for children, additional support from the federal government including through Medicaid funding and reauthorization of the SCHIP program, will advance efforts to enroll eligible children.

As states move forward, they will need more information to help them identify the strategies that are most effective. Additional research on the effectiveness of strategies discussed in this paper and emerging strategies, including the research related to the Maximizing Enrollment for Kids program, is needed to guide state progress. States also will likely need additional assistance to help them assess their unique needs, improve their data collection, implement systems changes, provide practical advice and help them learn from each other. With these tools in hand, states can make real progress on lowering the number of uninsured children by maximizing enrollment of eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP.
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Questions and Survey

We asked our core advisors and state experts a series of questions to enrich our understanding of their views on strategies that are most effective to improve outreach, enrollment and retention of eligible children in Medicaid and SCHIP. We also distributed a shorter survey to state SCHIP directors as a means of gaining their insights. The text of the questions for our interviews and the survey appear below.

Questions:

1. How will the current SCHIP reauthorization debate impact state efforts to enroll more children?

2. In your view, what are the most effective strategies that states can employ to enroll more eligible children?

3. What type of assistance do states need most to move forward in their efforts?

Survey:

We are seeking state input on their experiences with finding, enrolling, and retaining eligible children for public programs and ideas about assistance states need to move forward in these efforts. Your responses to these questions would help us in our efforts to better understand state views on what works, and what states need, to make a difference in covering eligible kids. Could you please provide your responses to the following questions?

1. What are the top three strategies that have worked for your state to enroll and retain eligible children in public programs? Please be as specific as possible and include any evidence you may have to demonstrate the benefit of the state’s chosen strategies (e.g., evaluations, external review, etc.).

2. What types of technical, financial or other assistance would help your state most in its efforts to cover and retain more eligible but uninsured children?
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